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Slice of History

The impassioned effort to retain the slice 
of history with the faithful reconstruction 

and precision to the original design of the two 
1940s and 1950s conserved shophouse units 
beyond structural repair has successfully 
restored the visage of the heritage streetscape 
along North Canal Road. The contrasting new 
building, linked via a new rear extension, adds a 
refreshing link to modernity.

Back to the Future
This project is the first of its kind to be 
recognised for the old buildings that had to 
be rebuilt to original form after engineering 
investigation confirmed they were structurally 
unsafe to facilitate the preservation of unique 
heritage streetscapes in downtown Singapore.

While the project team would have instinctively preferred to retain and 
restore the dilapidated buildings rather than rebuild them, an order for 
the demolition of the 3-storey Art Deco style and 5-storey Modern style 
buildings precluded this possibility. Given that the reconstruction was the 
only option, the project team’s exemplary skill and attention-to-detail in 
their task deserved praise. 

With the carefully documented data, measured survey drawings and post-
demolition images, the project team revived the two shophouses with 
painstaking faithfulness to the originals. Definitive architectural elements 
like the mild steel windows, concrete canopies, rounded façade pediments 
and concrete flagpoles were reinstated.

Ushering In the New
The project team has also sensitively integrated 
the new rear building with the conserved 
shophouses via their added rear extension. 
The new building features distinct linear 
expressions to demarcate the number of 
storeys, echoing the language of the heritage 
buildings. Geometric designs applied to its 
façade contrast and yet relate to the conserved 
buildings’ architectural typology. In colour and 
scale, the juxtaposition of new against old has 
also been well thought through. Bronze was 
chosen as the predominant colour while the use 
of mesh for sunshading eliminated the need for 
overhangs. They ensured the scale of the new 
would not overwhelm the old.

enabling New Life 
The original levels of the two shophouses have been updated into 
flexible and functional spaces to accommodate the needs of the modern 
offices. The original sky terrace at Unit 47 was restored to create a 
private garden for modern users to find reprieve on a busy day. The 
contemporary new wing at the rear doubles the original height of 
the shophouse units making way for more modern office floors and 
essentially elevating the value of the two conserved properties with 
renewed relevance.

This project is a courageous effort that shows how the heritage 
streetscapes can be preserved against all odds. 

Conserved shophouses faithfully reinstated



Heritage streetscape along North Canal Road restored

Angled fractal first storey shophouseMild steel windows reinstated

Urban pocket park carved out at first storey

Original sky terrace at unit 47 restored as private garden

Concrete flagpole and canopy of Modern shophouse Streamlined pediment with flagpole of Art Deco shophouse






























